
  

TREASURER'S saLp OF UNSEATED LANDS 
FOR TAXES OF 19508 AND 1909, 

Agreeable to the provisions of law relating the 
sale of unseated lands for the non-payment of taxes, 

notice is hereby given that there will be exvosod to 
public sale or outcry, the following tracts or parts 
of tracts of unseated lands in Centre County, Penn'a, 
for taxes due and unpaid thereon, at the Court 
House in the Borough of Bellefonte, on Monday, June 
13th, 1910, at 1 o'clock p. m., and to continue, if 
necessary, by adjournment from day to day, until all 
are sold. 
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The Age of Thought 
By David L. Erown 

HIS is an age of thought—and research. 

It is a wonderful age—and wonderful people live In it 

Some people call it the “Utilitarian Age,” some the 

“Iron Age.” some the “Dollar Age there are a half-score 

Dames one might appropriately give it, all fitting equally 

well as Joseph, James or John will fit the struggling baby 

boy brought to the baptismal altar. But pre-eminently, and 
fundamentally, it is an age of thought. 

What were the outbursts against “losurance Scan 
dals” and “Wall Street Speculation” a few years ago but the clatterings of 
the alarm clock that have stirred into activity the slumbering senses of the 
American people in regard to things which most vitally concern them? 

What are the present agitations against the principles of huge corpora 
tions organized for the control of trade, but the evidences of active thought 
and the result of the domand for research on the part of men—and women * 

What was the supreme effort of Japan in her war in the Far Bast but 
to turn back darkened illiteracy and ignorant superstition from acquiring or 
retaining a foothold near her shores, over which the light of a great intellec 
tual dawn is beaming? 

We are turning our minds as never before to the solution of the great prob 
lems confronting mankind, and more-—the future of mankind. In matters of 
morals as well as of business, in matters of Church as well as of State, 
thought was never so intensely active as it is now. Men are not allowing prin 
cipies, and methods of living and acting, to be cut according to tradition 
and handed out to them ready-made. They are thinking for themselves. It 
is an age of united individuality. 

And in this very fact lies the secret of our progress 
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The “Old Masters’ 

Ey Pau! De Longpre 

N the last fifty years several hifidred millions of dollars 
nave been spent for thousdnds of ugly, smoky, cracked olé 

masters (most of them spurious). . 
Is there any real beauty (outside of a Hmited number) 

in the thousands of so-called old masters to be found in the 

United States? Most assuredly not! The majority of them 
represent commonplace, wooden, stupid subjects, Tull of 

faults of drawing, with the dead coloring of mummies. 

If the real old masters could only see the many atrock 
ties sold under their names! If they could see the numberless factories in 

America and in Europe where old masters are painted by the gross! 
i Ob, rich artlovers, read those few lines about the great Millet's sad 

fe. Time after timo his first masterpieces were rejected by the jury of the 
Paris salon. In order to keop his wife and ehildren from starvation he would 
accept any offer and paint signs for the smallest sums. So late as 1848 
a friend, loarning of his plight, raised $20 for him from the Minister of Fine 
Arts. At that time all Paris was talking of his paintings. And those same 

paintingz, which command now fabulous prices, nobody would buy. 
Instead of enriching dealers of old fake paintings, why do not our rich 

Art .palrons extend a helping hand to needy geniuses? 
And does the study of the old masters (with few exceptions) help the 

Joungest artist? It fs very doubtful. To study from most of them is simply 
Starting those young artists on the wrong road. Copying uninteresting subjects, 
oolorfaded and faulty tn drawing, will never breed enthusiasm, and no en 
thosiasm in art means very Iktle progress. a 

Without exaggeration it can be said that for one genulue old master in 
tae United States there are now a hundred spurious ones. ; 
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The Return gf Our 
Feathered Friends. 
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The Fun ¢f Fishing. 
Dr. J. A. Henshall 

T is not all of fishing 10 fish. Rather, it is the opportunity 

that angling affords for the realization and enjoyment of Nature's 

—_— — 

By 

with the sab sequent compensation of renewed health 

and strength The cares and anxieties and perplexities of | 
everyday life are forgotten as the angler wades the merry 

. steam and casts his flies on the flashing water. He is wholly | 
obsessed with his pureuit and has unbounded faith in his. 

methods, : 

| 
And while the eager expectancy of a response to his ‘lures absorbs | 

his every faculty, he enjoys, at the same time, in a subconscious | 
way, the bounties of Nature surrounding and 

resources, 

investing him. The | 
voices of the stream are ever in his ears—the lapping and purling of the | 
water as it sparkies on the riffle or whirls in the eddies. He is alive to} 
the song of the birds, the hum of insects, and the whispering of the leaves 
ax the sunlight filters through them. Outing. 
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Women an? the Motor Car. 
By Robert Sloss, 

NUSUAL physique is not necessary for the woman motorist. 

Neither sex needs extraordinary muscular development in auto 

mobili and almost any woman not an Invalid can master its 

no quite as well as a man, provided she has the will and 

the patience to soquire the know-how. Certainly in the sphere 

of patience woman by nature is equipped to give man a long 

handicap. The woman motorist is not half so 1ikely as man 

i to swear and call loudly for a tow 

car. She will more probably set quiet! 
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Men Are Not Born Equal 

By James R. Day, 
Chanc2llor of Syracuse University. 
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principle that each man must have 

an equal chance with every other man 1s yery beautiful ang 
entertaining. but it is brimiful of fallacies not born equal and never will be equal. You can’t make a big corporation little and a little corporation big by legislation. I am not able to understand why men who have taken 
liold of the corporate interests should be considered enemies of the country, 1 believe that the men who developed the industrial sources of this country are public benefactors, even though they get a little profit for themselves, 

and a business partnership that stands beside it and doos as much business not being taxed wm] 
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Tabloid Exercise. 
By Dr. Woods Hutchinson, 

NE of the most foolish and prevalent fads in physical culture is 

the “tabloid” delusion--the can concentrate the 

essentials of a day's exercise 

idea that 

into about ten or fifteen minutes 

of “predigested” whizzing with dumbbells pumping with 

gomebody's “Extrasizer,” as Morris Mongileffsky calls It 
usually advertised under such headings as “Health and Long 

Life for $1.25; or, The Secret of Vigor in your Vest Pocket”; or 
“A Gymnasium in a Clothes Closet”; illustrated by a picture of some hippo 

potamus of a creature, whose muscles have broken out all over him and 

who in his sworn testimony assures you that with it alone he has built him: 
self up to his present elaphantine proportions from a spindling, narrow 

chested consumptive! The bare possibility of ever coming to look like 

such a monstrosity would send a shudder down the spine of any rational 

being, but the “Extrasizer” sells like the proverbial “hot cakes Outing. 
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See Always the Bright Side. 

We must somehow get joy out of | Pure iron is only a laboratory pre 
the pain of life. We must see the | paration. Cast iron, the most gener 
beauty and the wonder of the world's | ally useful variety; contains about 
misery. We must admire the evil as five per cent of impurities, and the 
we admire the good. We must lick | curious thing is that it owes its spe 
the dust with the homage that we cial value to the presence of these 
pay the heavens. We must realize ' Pure fron can be shaved with a 
the sweet in struggle, in defeat In pocket knife; impure iron can be 
destitution. {made almost as hard as steel 
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Sunday School's Want Ad. 
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Staten Island's Buried Stumps. 

Every once in a while, after! 
storms tear off sections of the Staten 
Island meadows, great stamps and  


